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Introduction
The purpose of ICT and Internet use in school is to raise educational standards, to promote pupil achievement, to support the professional work of staff and to enhance the
school's management functions. The Lioncare School recognises that Information and Computing Technologies and the Internet are significant tools for learning and
communication that can be used in school to enhance the curriculum, support creativity and foster independence. A proactive engagement with the opportunities for
personalised and differentiated learning and connectivity with a range of communities can be transformative for all learners in school - be they adults or children. However access
to ICT equipment and to the Internet must be viewed as a responsibility and systems in place that ensure everybody uses them appropriately and practices good online safety. It is
important that all members of the school community are aware of the dangers of using the Internet and how they should conduct themselves online. We use the term "online
safety" rather than e-safety or cyber safety to ensure the emphasis is on maintaining standards of behaviour and attitudes that are sustainable and transferable across settings
rather than tied to thinking about technology or equipment. Online safety covers the Internet but it also covers mobile phones and other electronic communications technologies.
We know that some adults and young people will use these technologies to harm children. The harm might range from sending hurtful or abusive texts and emails, to enticing
children to engage in sexually harmful conversations or actions online, webcam filming, photography or face-to-face meetings. There is a 'duty of care' for any persons working
with children and educating all members of the school community on the risks and responsibilities of online safety falls under this duty. We also recognise that there are other
risks online to children that include the risk of radicalisation from extremist groups, identity theft, and the risk of criminalization from their own behaviour. In addition the
complex family networks of the children at the Lioncare School mean that there is an extra dimension of risk from contact from those who may seek to deliberately harm them or
with whom any contact may cause distress and anxiety. This policy also makes it clear that the adults in school have a responsibility not only to supervise, support and educate
children and young people but to manage their own on-line presence and activities responsibly in and out of the school building as well. Online safety is a whole-school issue and
responsibility. Online bullying by pupils will be treated as seriously as any other type of bullying and will be managed through our anti-bullying procedures, which are outlined in
our Behaviour Policies.
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1.Responsibilities
This Policy Applies to:


All those directly employed by The Lioncare School and who are in positions and roles that require them to interact with or work alongside or in proximity
to the children in our care and receiving an education from us.



All those indirectly employed by The Lioncare School by being commissioned and paid to undertake work alongside or in proximity to the children in our care
and receiving an education from us (i.e. engaged in regulated activities)



Others working in partnership with The Lioncare School in regulated or unregulated activities, whether paid or not, who work alongside or in proximity to the
children in our care and receiving an education from us.

Responsibilities:
All employees, whether they have a "front-line" role directly engaged with the care and education of children (teachers, learning support assistants, adults in
school) or "ancillary" (e.g. maintenance worker, housekeeper/cleaner, administrator) are personally responsible for managing their own conduct in relation to all
aspects of safeguarding and child protection, including working to the standards set out in this policy All employees are also responsible for supporting their
colleagues, as well as visitors to the school to follow this policy at all times.
All adults employed by the school are required to be familiar with this policy and those linked to it, with our Guide to Safer Working Practices and with Keeping Children
Safe In Education (2018) https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/keeping-children-safe-in-education--2
In additional all adults should be aware that we work along within the Pan-Sussex Safeguarding and Child Protection Procedureshttp://sussexchild protection.
procedures.org.0 k/
Sara Fletcher is the Head Teacher of the Lioncare School and as such has a duty of care for ensuring the safety (including online safety) of members of the school community,
though the day-to-day responsibility for online safety will be delegated to the online safety coordinator, James Cronin, School Administrator.
The Head Teacher must :


Ensure access to induction and training in online safety practices for all users.



Ensure appropriate action is taken in all cases of misuse.



Ensure that Internet filtering methods are appropriate, effective and reasonable. Ensure that staff or external providers who operate monitoring procedures be

supervised by a named member of staff


Ensure that pupil or staff personal data as recorded within the school management system sent over the Internet is managed securely



Work in partnership with the DFE and the Internet Service Provider and online safety coordinator to ensure systems to protect students are reviewed and improved.



Ensure the school ICT system is reviewed regularly with regard to security and that virus protection is installed and updated regularly.



The Online Safety Coordinator must:



Work in partnership with the DFE and the Internet Service Provider and Head Teacher to ensure systems to protect students are reviewed and improved.



Ensure the school ICT system is reviewed regularly with regard to security and that virus protection is installed and updated regularly.



Receives reports of online safety incidents and creates a log of incidents to inform future online safety developments.



Report to senior colleagues as required.



Ensure, in partnership with the head teacher and the organisation's ICT consultant, that the schools technical infrastructure is secure and is not open to misuse or

malicious attack.


Ensure, in partnership with the head teacher and the organisation's ICT consultant, that the school meets required online safety technical requirements and any

relevant body online safety policy / guidance that may apply.


Ensure, in partnership with the head teacher and the organisation's ICT consultant, that users may only access the networks and devices through a properly

enforced password protection policy.


Ensure, in partnership with the head teacher and the organisation's ICT consultant, that the filtering policy is applied and updated on a regular basis and its

implementation is not the sole responsibility of any single person.


Ensure, in partnership with the head teacher and the organisation's ICT consultant, that they keep up to date with online safety technical information in order to

effectively carry out their online safety role and to inform and update others as relevant.


It is the responsibility of all staff to know when an online issue has become a child protection concern and report this concern to the Designated Safeguarding Lead

(Sara Fletcher) and/or Deputy Designated Safeguarding Lead (Julia Holford) as outlined in The Lioncare School Safeguarding and Child Protection Policy. It is the
responsibility of the DSL/DDSL to log all such incidents for the scrutiny of the organisation's Safeguarding Monitoring Group.
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A Child Centered Community
Central to the therapeutic education model practiced at the Lioncare School is the belief that an individual child can only have damage from their earliest years addressed in a setting
that allows for relatedness to others. Our practice is based on Psychosocial Theory, influenced by Group Relations thinking, informed by the work of Klein, Winnicott, Bion, Bowlby, and
Hinshelwood amongst others. In this way, the model used at The Lioncare School resembles the Therapeutic Community Approach l. The idea at the heart of the model is one of equality
between people and of the capacity in each of us to help and heal each other and to contribute to each other's development. It emphasises the quality of communication between adults
and children (and between the adults), and on the connections between the help provided to individuals and the overall task with the whole group. Therefore, the key areas we are constantly
attempting to nurture in the children at The Lioncare School (and the adults working with them) is the ability to be honest, open and reliable with each other, and willing to find ways
to communicate difficulties and problems more effectively and to begin to take responsibility for their own actions, decisions and lives. It is our firm belief that our Therapeutic
Curriculum based on the following five principles is a protective mechanism for keeping our children and young people safe both in school and over their journey to
interdependence.
Attachment: Children and young people attending The Lioncare School need to feel a healthy sense of belonging. They are encouraged to become full members of a group that values them
and gives them to something to value. This is a fundamental first step in the feeling of self-worth necessary for learning to begin and it also means that they will not accept being treated badly
by others and will speak up for themselves, trusting others to hear them. They will begin to accept that a reliable adult can hear about unpleasant experiences without blaming or rejecting the
child. The low self-worth will contribute to risk taking behaviours online and a vulnerability to those who use the internet to exploit others. All adults should be aware that traumatized children
are more vulnerable than their chronological peers.
Containment: Safety is paramount for our children and young people. All children and young people have a need to experience an appropriate degree of consistency, predictability, and
regularity in their daily lives, and it is this that promotes a child or young person's sense of being 'safe' and is a prerequisite for children and young people developing the ability to retain new
facts and skills (i.e. 'learning'). Our children and young people have often had limited experience of this. When the child recognises what feeling safe is like they can begin to identify those
things that were and are not safe and begin to want to protect themselves in healthy ways. This includes children and young people understanding that adults will uphold all boundaries
around on line usage.
Communication: Children at The Lioncare School need to see that openness is important in moving forward and that the adults can work honestly and respectfully with everything they
need to communicate. In school this means teaching socially appropriate communication is more successful when adults show they can understand and manage less positive
communication. Our children have often had early experiences that have deprived them of knowledge of the wider world and of different communities and therefore online worlds can
be enriching and reparative in these areas but all adults must be aware children and young people need to be taught the conventions of online communication in order to stay safe.

Involvement: The children and young people attending The Lioncare School learn about "growing-up" by experiencing the interdependency of participation in individual and group learning. In
school this means a number of different activities are planned each week to give new experiences at the right level for each child; these can be very small step achievements , but by finding
value in them self-worth grows and the capacity to assert choice. Adults must stay attuned to when online activity is an enhancement to this or used by a young person to defend against
involvement,
Agency: Agency can be defined as the acquiring of skills, actions, medium, or means by which to accomplish things. As children and young people move through the school they grow closer to
taking control of their lives and learning post-16 and need to experience both success and failure to do so. This also means that as children and young people progress through the school they
are actively encouraged to take up roles and positions of increasing responsibility and authority through making and evaluating decisions. This means greater online autonomy can be planned
for as young people reach the capacity to manage this and adults are clear on how they will be able to evaluate the success of any such steps.

We believe this ethos, in partnership with the robust procedures detailed below, informs an environment where children learn to keep themselves safe, demand safety from others and in which
adults are attuned to how to work safely and how to spot the earliest possible indicators that things are not safe. Children learn recognise and manage risks. in different situations and then
decide how to behave responsibly, judge what kind of contact is acceptable and unacceptable and recognise when pressure from others (including people they know) threatens their personal
safety and wellbeing and develop effective ways of resisting pressure. These skills are meaningful online and in real life.
'Acknowledgment is duly given to the work of Adrian Ward, Senior Lecturer in the department of social work at the Tavistock and Portman NHS Foundation Trust. 5
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Haigh, R. (2013) "The quintessence of a therapeutic environment", Therapeutic Communities: The International Journal of Therapeutic Communities, Vol. 34 Iss: 1, pp.6 - 15
3. Online Risks
The Lioncare School works with children and young people in key stages two, three and four who have experienced abuse and neglect in their early years and disruption due to multiple
placement breakdowns. In many cases children and young people often have diagnosed cognitive, neurological or communicative disorders. We assess that these children and young
people are vulnerable to the following risks while online or while using ICT equipment:
1. Unplanned contact with an unsafe adult known to them who may mean then harm
2.

Unplanned contact with an unsafe adult known to them who may not mean them harm but who may unintentionally cause emotional distress

3.

Unplanned contact with an adult unknown to the child who intends to harm them or entice them into harmful behaviour

4.

Engaging in harmful or exploitative sexual behaviours

5.

Becoming the victim of online bullying by those known to them

6.

Becoming the victim of online bullying by those unknown to them

7.

Being rejected by friendship groups due to immature social skills

8.

Sexting: receiving inappropriate images

9.

Sexting: sending inappropriate images and risking criminalization

10.

Invasion of privacy

11.

Identity theft

12.

Theft through fraudulent payment systems on line

13.

Theft through insecure password protection

14.

Being hacked

15.

Leaving personal information on devices which are sold or swapped

16.

Excessive spending on "in app" and gaming purchases

17.

Criminalization through intentional/unintentional illegal downloading/file sharing

18.

Exposure to inappropriate images that lead to distressing thoughts (and increased potential for self-harm)

19.

Exposure to triggering images that lead to distressing thoughts (and increased potential for self-harm)

20.

Exposure to and possible desensitizing to physical violence

21.

Exposure to and possible desensitizing to sexual violence

22.

Anxiety due to worrying news stories

23.

Opportunity to shop for harmful or illegal items

24.

Radicalisation by extremist groups both in the UK and abroad

25.

Introduction to gang culture

26.

Isolation from groups in real life

27.

Limitations on experiential learning and physical activity

28.

Physical harm from poor posture or over exposure to screen

29.

Physical harm from poor sleep

30.

Sensory overload

31.

Damage to equipment due to downloading malware

32.

Theft of personal devices

33.

Exposure to unhealthy lifestyle sites such as " ProAna" forums and those validating self-mutilation

34.

Learning about dangerous fads such as The Choking game/ substance ingesting

35.

Temptation to join "daredevil" or "pranking " competitions leading to harm or arrest

36.

Developing issues around body confidence due to unrealistic images

37.

Damaged reputation and reduced job opportunities

38.

We believe that the best protective factors are alert, attuned and knowledgeable adults, confident young people equipped to make good choices, a positive and

open community and secure technological equipment.

4 Our On-line safety agreement
At the beginning of each term every class revises the agreement below and places a poster sized version on the wall. This is signed by all users. Individuals may be asked to re-sign
the agreement if they have lost the right to use ICT equipment for any time.

We respect our equipment by:

We respect our classmates by: Looking

Remembering it is here to help us learn

after equipment

Using it in ways that adults have said is

Sharing equipment

ok

Using all equipment at agreed times
only

Coming off of equipment when asked

Keeping food and drink away from it

by an adult

Not throwing it, pushing it off the desk,

Coming off of equipment for group

hitting it or throwing things at it

activities without being asked

Tidying away properly

Not playing loud or offensive videos or
music
Not putting upsetting pictures on
equipment

We respect adults by:

We respect our health by : Not using a
computer or any screen for more than
thirty minutes at a time (for our eyes)
Not using headphones on high volumes

Showing that we know computers are for

or for longer than 30 minutes (for our

learning

ears)

Coming off computers when asked or

Sitting in a proper chair at the right

when we know we should

height (for our backs)

Stopping any on-line activity when we

Sitting up with the mouse and keyboard

are asked to or closing a screen when we

and screen in the right place (for our

are asked to

arms, wrists and shoulders)

I respect myself by:

Signing the school's online safety guidelines in my classroom so I can learn safely
Letting myself use technology to learn new and interesting skills and ideas including on Safer Internet Day
Being a responsible user of the school's systems and equipment. If I cannot be responsible I understand I'll need time away from the equipment.
Keeping my personal information personal and never sharing it
Not breaking the laws on hacking accounts, sending threatening and offensive messages or trying to download music, films or games at school
Knowing that people online are not always who they say they are and I can't trust them
Not using technology to be unkind to people
Not searching for things that make me feel worried or upset

Not playing violent games or accessing other content not appropriate for children
Speaking to an adult I trust if anything happens online which makes me feel worried or uncomfortable
Letting adults keep the portable devices safe
5. Safer Internet Day
The Lioncare School encourages a whole community approach to Safer Internet Day each February by choosing a theme and sharing activities and resources across school and
home. Previous themes have included online "stranger danger", protecting identity and safer gaming. In 2019 the theme of Safer Internet Day on February 5 th will be safety in
Online Communities, in line with the national theme of "Together for a better Internet".
6. ICT for Learning and Curriculum Links
Our curriculum model (C16) is based on fostering the key skills that we wish all young people to have at the end of their education with us, whether this be after key stage four or earlier. We
do indeed want to equip our students with all the necessary ICT skills that they will need in order to enable them to progress confidently into a professional working environment when they
leave school, however we see it as equally important that they learn to have an online presence that is safe and included, that they are informed and empowered citizens, protected consumers
and entertained audiences for cultural media.
Our key performance indicators for Computing are:
I can recognise ways to use ICT in my learning.
I can recognise ways ICT is used beyond school.
I understand computer networks and how they provide opportunities for communication and collaboration
I can use technology safely, respectfully and responsibly
I can use technology to create, organize, retrieve and find things
I can understand how searches work and evaluate what I find

I can use technology to present information to others
And all teachers have a responsibility to embed these skills into all aspects of our Project Based Learning Model.
Evaluating online content With so much information available online it is important that young people learn how to evaluate Internet content for accuracy and intent. This is
approached by the school as part of digital literacy across all subjects in the curriculum. Students will be taught to:


Be critically aware of materials they read, and shown how to validate information before accepting it as accurate



Use age-appropriate tools to search for information online



Acknowledge the source of information used and to respect copyright. Plagiarism is against the law and the school will take care that children learn to understand this and
the consequences of it for their learning



Never access content illegally, such as pirated software, music, and videos. This includes downloading videos/music ripped from YouTube, as well as "P2P" and "torrent"
services which are prohibited.

OtherusesofICTinschool
As well as for the curriculum as outlined above children and young people may use ICT for the following purposes
1) For "social time" — when two or more young people engage in an online activity to foster cooperation and social interaction.
2) For a short time (no more than twenty minutes) as a reward for engagement or as a way back into structured activity after a breakdown in behaviour and reparation.
3) One to one with an adult in a key session to experience mutually positive time.
4) As a sensory strategy through the use of music or certain apps to soothe, calm or regain focus and as outlines in their own behaviour management plans/sensory diet.

On all of these occasions children and young people must be supervised online.
To be clear supervision means:


An adult can see what is on the screen at all time.



An adult understands the nature of the task the child is carrying out and has actively agreed the use of the technology/website involved.



The adult proactively engages with what the child is doing and stops the activity if the child/young person is not following the online safety guidelines or appears to
be putting themselves at risk in any way or if any unknown party attempts to communicate with the child while they are online.

It is also the explicit policy of the Lioncare School that no child or young person should access material that is not suitable for their age group. The only exception is if a teacher
wants to show a short clip from a film as part of a planned lesson and has cleared the content with the DSL/DDSL first. It is essential that all adults actively contribute to the
monitoring of this guideline.

7. Young People and Social Media
It is the firm belief of the Lioncare School that social media sites requiring the setting up of an online profile, and which facilitate the sharing of pictures and which have
Networking as their primary aim are not appropriate for young people under eleven years old /within key stage 2. Children in this age group will not be allowed access to such
media and where possible access to the following sites will be blocked in Caterpillars Class and in the Resource Room, and on portable devices:
Facebook
Twitter
Instagram
Snapchat
Oovoo
Omegle
Amino

Tinder
Roadblox
There are certain websites that seem to be about age appropriate games but which have chat room areas. No child in KS 2 should access such sites that have not been planned
for and discussed. Adults who are unsure about how to assess the suitability of sites should use NetAware or Common Sense Media to inform their thinking
https://www.net-aware.org.uk
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/
However adults should also work within the risks detailed for each child in their Safeguarding Risk Profile.
YouTube
YouTube suggests that the site is suitable for young people who are 13 or older. No young person under this age should be registered with You Tube or subscribing to any channel.
YouTube can be a very rich source of learning materials that teachers and other adults may want to access with young people. In all circumstances adults must watch with the child and You
Tube should only ever be accessed in Restricted Mode. It is the preference of the Lioncare School that alternatives are found where possible.
Older Children/Young People
Occasionally young people join The Lioncare School with social media accounts already set up. It is the aim of all adults working at the school that young people do not access these at
school but the school prefers to use a sensitive and child led approach to managing this, to avoid setting up barriers to engagement, however if a young person is pushing the boundaries in
an unsafe or disruptive manner the class teacher needs to talk to the online safety coordinator with a view to blocking access to the sites in the classroom. No other sites should be
accessed and adults should use the same sources as above to determine what content may pose a risk.
If at any time any adult is concerned about access and activity on social media the DSL/DDSL should be informed without delay

8. Young People and Personal Devices
Personal Devices are not permitted into school unless a child who travels to school independently has been assessed as needing one for the journey. In such case a risk
assessment will be carried out in for most children, most of the time this will mean that the phone is kept in the school administration office during the school day. School WiFi codes are not to be given you young people or put on devices. Very occasionally younger children may bring a device in for a longer journey and such devices are not to be
connected to the school Wi-Fi.
9.Online Bullying
The Lioncare School considers online bullying to share the intentions, regularity and same power dynamic as other forms of bullying and as such it is defined by the content of the behaviour
and emotional impact on the victim rather than the technology involved. Therefore procedures for managing incidents of online bullying between children at the school are covered in AntiBullying Statement in the School Prospectus on the school website. Where necessary work will involve adults from the Lioncare Group's Therapeutic Children's Homes to resolve issues
arising from out of school hours. If an incident of online bullying were to arise involving others from out of school the Head Teacher would consult with the social worker/parents/residential
staff of the child involved to decide on an effective strategy unless there was evidence of a child protection issues in which case the procedures outlined in the school's Safeguarding and Child
Protection Policy would be followed.
10. Filtering and Blocking
Adults at The Lioncare School directly supervise young people who are using school computers/tablets, and will actively challenge unsafe use of technology with the young person. As an
additional failsafe, all network access is filtered through Netsweeper, a proxy-based web filter which intercepts and blocks any unsafe or harmful content before it reaches the school's
network. This ensures a secondary layer of security and online safety alongside the work done by supervising adults in the moment.
Five specific categories and four subcategories of content are blocked by Netsweeper for all users at The Lioncare School, including those outlined in the PREVENT duty:


Safe Search



UK Prevent
o

Criminal Skills

o

Extreme

o

Hate Speech

o

Weapons



Pornography



Child Pornography



Child Erotica

No web filter can be completely robust enough to block all unsafe or inappropriate content from being accessed. It is therefore important not to rely solely on the filter without the active
supervision of adults to prevent such content being accessed in the first place, and to challenge/discuss any inappropriate content if accessed or if a young person attempts to access such
material. This also ensures proactive learning of online safety is embedded as the first step to keeping safe online. Conversely, no web filter can be trusted not to mistakenly block harmless web
content. All senior staff and teachers are provided with logins and instructions on how to use the management system provided by Netsweeper in order to whitelist specific websites which are
blocked in error, and to block specific websites which should not be accessible. The online safety coordinator administrates the Netsweeper management system, and both School
Administrators are able to block and whitelist particular websites on request from adults who do not have Netsweeper accounts.
The web filter generates a weekly report which is emailed automatically to the online safety coordinator with a list of all blocked websites for which access had been attempted that week.
These reports are then logged on the school's Google Drive in the Safeguarding subfolder. The online safety coordinator will check each result and comment on the report whether it is a "false
positive" or a genuine cause for concern, in which case they will inform the Head Teacher with details of the site and when it was accessed. The Head Teacher will respond appropriately to any
concerning reports; this may include seeking advice from the police, local safeguarding networks or other agency,
11. Emergent Technology and Content
Technology is progressing rapidly and new technologies are emerging all the time. The school will risk-assess any new technologies before they are allowed in school, and will
consider any educational benefits that they might have. The school keeps up-to-date with new technologies, in part due to updates via newsletters and networking
opportunities from the LSCB and newsletters from NASS (National Association of Special School) and the NSPCC, and is prepared to quickly develop appropriate strategies for
dealing with new technological developments.
12. Images and Recordings

Photographs have many important and positive uses at The Lioncare School. At times they can provide very strong evidence of achievement for young people who find writing
hard and thus give a solid boost to self-esteem. They are also essential in forming new and positive memories for young people who may have very little sense of their life
story before their time at school. However, while images are regularly used for very positive purposes adults need to be aware of the potential risks around these. Any image
can be taken and/or misused or manipulated for pornographic or 'grooming' purposes. The very act of taking photographs of sexually abused children can be harmful if done
without sensitivity and consent.
Every step should be taken therefore to ensure that images do not fall into the wrong hands, that no child or young person is distressed by an act of image making and that no
adult is put at risk of false allegation by being asked to take or store images in a way that is not safe.
On admission those with parental authority are asked to give permission for images to be taken, but it is clear no image is ever shared publically for any reason.
On occasion images are shared with examination boards (NCFE, ASDAN, Cambridge) for the purpose of accreditation. Ideally moderation happens in school, if not photographs
are taken as hard copies in files, rendered difficult to copy and returned to school after moderation. If this is not possible, it is for the Examinations Officer and the Online
Safety Officer to scrutinise the examination arrangements and risk assess the safest way to share the images.
The only place that photographic or video images of children and young people should be stored is on the secure, shared Google drive in the folder labeled for this purpose.
Individual image files should not be named in a way that identifies the child. Photographs necessary for identifying children to the emergency services can be stored on
Behaviour Watch, the school's management information system.
No adult should have photographs or videos on their personal devices-there are cameras and tablets available in school for gathering photographic evidence of curriculum
activities and participation and these should be used where possible. Photographs and videos should be removed from portable devices and uploaded to the named folder at
the earliest opportunity. Adults should be alert to members of the public who may take images of children. Adults should always question why they are taking a picture and to
what use it will be put and sensitive to the response of children to having their picture taken. If necessary members of the public should be informed the school will consider
informing the police if adults suspect images of children are being taken.
Adults should not allow children to film or photograph each other on their own devices or on school devices without the planned support of an adult as part of a learning task.
Adults may need to consider the confiscation of devices if young people cannot follow this guideline. Older children need to be informed they are breaking the law, and risk
criminalisation.

Children must be asked their consent for images to be taken. Images will be carefully chosen to ensure that they do not pose a risk of misuse. This includes ensuring that
children and young people are appropriately dressed. Photographs of activities which may pose a greater risk of potential misuse (for example, PE activities), will focus more
on the sport than the individual. Children and young people are encouraged to tell a member staff if they are concerned or uncomfortable with any photographs that are taken
of them or they are being asked to participate in. Injuries to children or young people should not be photographed unless adults are instructed to by the police. It is never
appropriate to take a photograph of a child or young person who is subject to restrictive physical intervention, distressed or dissociated.
Adults should take extreme care to ensure that children and young people are not exposed, through any medium, to inappropriate or indecent images. There are no
circumstances that will justify adults: making, downloading, possessing or distributing indecent images or pseudo-images of children (child abuse images). Accessing these
images, whether using the settings or personal equipment, on or off the premises, or making, storing or disseminating such material is illegal. If indecent images of children are
discovered at the establishment or on the school or setting's equipment an immediate referral should be made to the Designated Officer (DO) and the police contacted if
relevant. The images/equipment should be secured and there should be no attempt to view or delete the images as this could jeopardise necessary criminal action. If the
images are of children known to the school, a referral should also be made to children's social care in line with local arrangements. Under no circumstances should any adult
use school or setting equipment to access pornography. Equipment containing pornography or links to it should never be brought into or used in the workplace. This will raise
serious concerns about the suitability of the adult to continue working with children and young people. Staff should keep their passwords confidential and not allow
unauthorised access to equipment. In the event of any indecent images of children or unsuitable material being discovered on a device the equipment should not be tampered
with in any way. It should be secured and isolated from the network, and the DSL contacted without delay. Adults should not attempt to investigate the matter or evaluate the
material themselves as this may lead to a contamination of evidence and a possibility they will be at risk of prosecution. These guidelines are the same if a child is thought to
have inappropriate images on their own device. Aligned to this all adults must make sure that any films, music videos and gaming imagery shown in school are age appropriate
whatever their own practice at home - to ignore this advice is to risk an allegation of exposing children to images of a sexual nature.
13. Adult Safe Use
Adults have access to ICT in the workplace to aid their professional task of teaching and supporting children and young people, creating appropriate logs and reports and
communicating effectively with colleagues and for other functions associated with their role. The organisation does not permit adults to use the organisation's equipment to
access social media, gaming and gambling sites, or to download any media for personal use.

Adults need to follow the guidelines given in Section 16 - System Security - at all times
Adults may have their own devices on their person in school but must ensure they take responsibility for the safety of these devices, the security of their data and should not
allow young people to use devices belonging to adults. Adults should be aware that if they use their own devices to access the Lioncare School Wi-Fi network their activity may
be subject to scrutiny via the filtering systems (see section 10 Filtering and Blocking). If an adult is seen spending time on a personal device when they should be supervising or
interacting with children and young people then disciplinary proceedings may be considered.
Online reputation and conduct
Adults need to be responsible for managing their online presence even when they log on to social media sites out of work time. Full guidance is available in the Employee
Handbook but is essences adults should


Never publically identify themselves as working for the organisation or make reference to the organisation in anyway.



Bring the organisation into disrepute



Use work emails to register for any non-work related site or activity



Use the highest possible privacy settings online



Never interact with children and young people or their families online.

The Organisation reserves the right to monitor ICT and Email usage.
Any breach of this policy will be considered as a disciplinary matter and dealt with accordingly through the organisation's disciplinary procedure

Visitors to the school
All adults visiting the Lioncare School will be advised that if they choose to use their personal portable devices on site that this can only be done within the guidelines set out in
this policy

For visitors who cannot complete tasks without the use of devices (Consultants, Trainers, Inspectors etc.) this means they will need time to look at the policy and for a verbal
briefing from either the DSL/DDSL or a school administrator before work commences.
14 Adult use of Email
All adults are provided with a Google mail account to communicate with each other, with colleagues across the organisation and with external professionals. Lioncare Google
accounts are not for private or social emails. Fuller safe usage details are in the Employee Handbook. In essence adults should remember:


Their Google mail accounts are owned and run by the organisation and are subject to scrutiny



Emails should never be used to share inappropriate, defamatory, illegal or discriminatory material



Only the Head Teacher, School Administrators and Senior Teachers should send information about young people via email to external agencies. If anyone

needs information sent they should ask one of these adults to send it, using the appropriate secure system.


Adults are required to manage their email storage responsibly — email inboxes are not a storage facility and should be kept tidy through deletion and the

creation of subfolders. Personal data should be managed under the Data Protection Act 1998.


That emails can be used as evidence in a court of law, and once sent exists in multiple locations



Offensive or threatening emails must be reported to the Head Teacher



It is perfectly acceptable for adults who work at the Lioncare School to access their emails off site and at home as email is often the most effective form of

communication in a number of situations. However adults are expected to take all reasonable steps to secure access to their email accounts on any personal
equipment. This means email accounts must be password protected, as must the devices used to access them and adults must log out of their accounts when not
directly using their accounts. Browser security settings must be optimised and any adult who is unsure how to manage their settings needs to take personal
responsibility in updating their skills and knowledge
The Organisation reserves the right to monitor ICT and Email usage of employees and visitors. All adults visiting the Lioncare School will be advised that if they choose to use
their personal portable devices on site that this can only be done within the guidelines set out in this policy

For visitors who cannot complete tasks without the use of devices (Consultants, Trainers, Inspectors etc.) this means they will need time to look at the policy and for a verbal
briefing from either the DSL/DDSL or a school administrator before work commences

15.Management Information Systems
The Lioncare School use two Management Information Systems:
Behaviour Watch This system is used to report on, share and track trends in behaviour for individuals and for groups in school. It also is used to track progress data for
individuals and groups and as a live source of current information. It is a web based system and is password protected. It can be appropriate for adults to access Behaviour
Watch when off site and the following should be kept in mind:









Behaviour Watch allows system administrators to audit who has logged in and any edits they have made to documents within the system, the time of these edits is
recorded.
Adults are only given the level of access deemed necessary for their role
Adults are responsible for any activity that happens under their log in
Adults may only access behaviour Watch on devices that are password protected and adults must log out of their accounts when not directly using their accounts.
The auto log-in function should never be in operation.
Browser security settings must be optimised and any adult who is unsure how to manage their settings needs to take personal responsibility in updating their skills and
knowledge and personal machines should never be set to "remember password"
No document should be downloaded or printed onto or from a machine not owned by the Lioncare Group
If adults involved in an activity or event assess that they are likely to need access to Behaviour Watch in order to keep accurate records the activity plan should
indicate a school owned device is taken by adults.

The Google Drive
The google drive is the main storage system for information for the Lioncare Group and the site of many working documents. There are many situations in which it is
appropriate for adults to access the google drive off site for pre-agreed and specific work tasks. The following should be kept in mind at all times:
 The Google drive allows users to audit who has logged in and any edits they have made to documents within the system, these edits are time stamped.
 Adults are only given the level of access deemed necessary for their role and the Head Teacher reserves the right to restrict access as necessary for the safe,
effective and compliant functioning of the school.
 Adults are responsible for any activity that happens under their log in
 Adults may only access The Google Drive on devices that are password protected and adults must log out of their accounts when not directly using their accounts.
 Browser security settings and the sharing permission settings for folders must be optimised and any adult who is unsure how to manage their settings needs to take
personal responsibility in updating their skills and knowledge and personal machines should never be set to "remember password"







No document containing the personal information of children or adults should be downloaded or printed onto or from a machine not owned by the Lioncare Group the Head Teacher,
School Online Safety coordinator and other senior managers will monitor usage of the google drive by adults. This will be done to help promote a positive approach to
upholding boundaries between work life and personal life but will also ensure that access is only related to pre-agreed and specific work tasks
All tasks that related to the planning of teaching, learning and school activities, the checking of policies and procedures, the formulation of risk assessments, the updating of message
logs, accessing training and academic materials and the monitoring of school improvement plans or other tasks that do not require access to any personal information and/or records
are deemed as pre-agreed and specific work tasks.
It is recognised that there may be rare occasions or situations where an employee is legitimately required to access other areas of the Google Drive where personal information is
stored using their Personal Computer at home or Personal Laptop Computer or personal portable device, for example if they are needing to work from home for a period of time due
to a reasonable adjustment to their working conditions that prevents them from attending their place of work, or if they are undertaking a specific piece of work for and on behalf of
the organisation away from the work-place and do not have access to a Laptop owned by and/or monitored by and/or sanctioned by The Lioncare Group or some other similar
situation. In such situations the employee is required to and must first seek and gain explicit written permission to do so from the Head Teacher and to provide written agreement
and confirmation that the necessary special precautions have been implemented to ensure such use is and remains safe and secure and where such authorised employees have
provided an agreement that they will ensure any such use is carried out in such a way that the confidentiality and security of information concerning colleagues and the children in
our care is guaranteed at all times.
16 Training, Development and Professional Support

A number of structures are in place to ensure adults understand their responsibilities :

During the first week of induction all staff are required to read this policy, the guide to Safer Working Practice and the Safeguarding and Child Protection Policy
ready for professional discussion in 1:1 supervision

All of these issues are regularly brought to supervision and daily debrief for discussion and, where necessary, challenged.

All adults are expected to undertake Level 2 E-safety awareness training in the first year of employment

All adults are expected to re-sign the classroom safety guidelines alongside Children and Young People at the start of each term.

All adults are expected to participate in Safer Internet Day

In April of each year there is a whole team safeguarding training which includes aspects of online safety

In September of each year time in team meetings is given to whole team updating of revised policies and how this will be embedded in practice
The DSL and DDSL attend training via the LSCB network and through the Lioncare School’s NASS Membership
17 System Security
The Head Teacher, in partnership with the school administrators and the organisation's ICT consultant, ensures that the school ICT system is reviewed regularly with
regards to security.


Users must lock or log out from computers when leaving the computer for any period of time.



Users must use only their own personal user account, with the exception of younger young people who will use the Caterpillar class account and logged in by

an adult, and home adults in school who will use the Handovers account for completing handover.


Adults and older young people will be expected to create their own secure passwords.



User account passwords will be changed if they become known.

Anti-virus protection is installed on all equipment and will be updated regularly. Daily anti-virus scans will be scheduled on all equipment.



The security of individual staff and pupil accounts will be reviewed regularly by the online safety coordinator



Computers (including mobile devices) may not be connected to the school network either physically or wirelessly without specific permission.



There will be separate wireless networks for adults and young people, and the passwords can be changed if they are accessed without permission.



The young people's Wi-Fi password is not given to young people, instead an adult will enter it into wireless devices for them.



Personal data sent over the Internet will be encrypted or otherwise secured where possible.



Portable media may not be used without specific permission followed by a virus check. It is unlikely that permission will be given for portable USB storage to be

used.


Users will only download images and documents, and only open files from websites they recognise and trust.



Unapproved system utilities and executable files will not be allowed in children and young people's work areas or attached to emails.



Software will not be installed/removed from computers without specific permission, and school mobile devices will be configured with 'parental controls' to

prevent downloading of apps without specific permission.


Files will not be moved or removed from a shared folder without specific permission.



Adults and young people's files and folders will be kept in separate work areas, with users only able to access their own files and relevant shared folders.



The ICT coordinator / school administrator will review system capacity regularly.



Backups of the entire system will be made regularly on a minimum of three encrypted removable media, with one kept off-site and all rotated weekly

18. Protection of Personal Data
Personal data will be recorded, stored, processed, transferred and made available according to the Data Protection Act 1998 and the General Data Protection Regulation 2018
Our young people have complex backgrounds and we hold sensitive information in school to help us develop appropriate child centered behaviour management plans. We
treat this data and any other personal data related to children, young people and adults with the utmost care. All online systems are password protected and nothing is shared
without sound reasons and safe systems in place.
In line with the Data Protection Act 1998, and the General Data Protection Regulation 2018 and following principles of good practice when processing data, the school will:


Ensure that data is fairly and lawfully processed



Process data only for limited purposes



Ensure that all data processed is adequate, relevant and not excessive



Ensure that data processed is accurate



Not keep data longer than is necessary



Process the data in accordance with the data subject's rights



Ensure that data is secure



Ensure that data is not transferred to other countries without adequate protection.

There may be circumstances where the school is required either by law or in the best interests of our students or staff to pass information onto external authorities; for
example, our local authority, Ofsted, or the police, These authorities are up-to-date with data protection law and have their own policies relating to the protection of any data
that they receive or collect. Where there is any ambiguity the Head Teacher reserves the right to refuse to share data until the situation is clarified. Where possible any data
shared with local authorities is done so via a secure email system and only key senior staff have permission to email out personal data on individuals or cohorts of learners.
Breaches of Data will be reported to the ICO within 72 hours
19. Published Content
The Lioncare School has a duty under the law (Independent School Regulations 2014, Paragraph 6) to make certain information available to the public. It chooses to do this via its website
http://lioncare.co.uk/therapeutic-education/lioncare-school/
The website is in the public domain, and can be viewed by anybody online. Any information published on the website will be carefully considered in terms of safety for the school community,
copyrights and privacy policies. Adult photographs are in our prospectus but no contact details are given. All numbers and emails addresses are for administrative teams apart from that of the
Head Teacher. Contact details for the DSL and DDSL are in the Safeguarding and Child Protection Policy which is published on the website. In all such cases only work email addresses and the
office phone numbers are given
No other details of adults or children are ever published on the website. No images that can identify individual children are used in any material for publication or marketing
purposes and the names of individual children are not publically shared on any occasion.
The Head Teacher will take overall editorial responsibility and ensure that content is accurate and appropriate. As of August 2018 only the Executive Director of the Lioncare
Group had authority and access to upload material to the website.
20. Links
Safer internet day

https://www.saferintemetday.ore
Childilne
http://www.childline.org.uk/
Childnet
http://www.childnet-int.org
Kidsmart
http://www.kidsmart.org.uk
Digizen
http://www.digizen.orecyberbullying/film.aspx
Child Exploitation & Online Protection Centre
http://www.ceop.gov.uk
e-Safety in Schools
http://www.clusterweb.org.uk?esafety
Internet Watch Foundation
http://www.iwf. org.uk/
Internet Safety Zone
http://www.internetsafetyzone.com/
Internet matters
https://www.internetmatters.org/schools/primary/
NSPCC
https://www.nspcc.org.uk/preventing-abuse/keeping-children-safe/online-safety
Optimus education
https://www.optimus-education.com/
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